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 In this heart-wrenching ordeal, Gavin Johnson shows courage and grace in obtaining this 83-year-old
father to basic safety. You get the story first-hands: rising floodwaters, rioting prisoners, raging fires and
violence.This is the unbelievable inside account of what happened at Orleans Parish Prison's House of
Detention in the agonizing aftermath of Hurricane Katrina. It is the chronicle of a devastating disaster
however it is a redemptive tale of great appreciate and respect between a father and son.
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Great book Riveting, interesting and fascinating. Needs some better editing. Could possibly be edited
much better. A good starting point to learn about Katrina. It transports you in to the aftermath of the
storm and the uncertainty in people's lives as the horrible occasions played out.!! Hurricane Katrina A
great story of the tragedy that was Hurricane Katrina. It expresses the profound devastation and
uncertainty of the storm- so real and so natural. Amid the disaster taking place, my heart melted for the
like this father and boy had for each other. If anyone is seeking to read about an awful event of nature
and the like between a boy and his father, this is the book for you personally! His experience sinks into
your soul as he brings you into second to moment realities.! But more importantly he will make you
realize that that is something that could happen to anybody, consequently it is not far from home.! I
provide Prisoners of Katrina 5 celebrities! Prisoners of Katrina is one of the best books about the struggles
that healthcare workers faced in the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina. Gavin tells it enjoy it is normally,
with no-holds-barred! If you are searching for a good continue reading hurricane Katrina, that will
maintain you at the advantage of your seat, this is the book to learn!!!Jonathan Little RN Five Stars Must
read katrina inside orleans parish prison. Viewing the destruction that Katrina brought on television is one
thing, but reading about her devestation and how everyone pulled collectively is another.highly
recommend it. Unbelievable This book tugged at my heart strings. It transports you in to the aftermath of
the storm and the uncertainty in people's lives because the horrible events played out Gavin's book puts a
human face on one of the many stories from Katrina. Center felt! Prisoners can and will re-affirm your
faith and hope in people, especially within their capacity for love and compassion. It really is among the
best books that I've read in a long time. A week in time turns into an eternity in Limbo. Gavin makes time
stand still. Weekly in time turns into an eternity in Limbo. Maintain them coming! You is there spirituality
and almost actually.Wow! You will 'feel' heat, 'smell' the smells, 'hear' the noises, 'see' the pitch
blackness of night time and 'squint' at the blinding white light of the sun. He captures the essence of
being there.! This book is well crafted and genuine in thought and feeling. You will sit, and wait, not
knowing where your loved ones are or if they are alive. What an unbelievable story.i am thus glad that the
author's dad was alright and that he lived through the ordeal. this is a fantastic book. Awesome book
Gavin!
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